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Pub 1 ic adminis tra tors are increas ingly recognizing the importance of bas ing 

decisions on multiple performance criteria. It is widely acknowledged that a single 

criterion--for instance, cost--is usually inadequate as a guide for decisionmaking in 

the public sector. Public services are, in fact, inherently multidimensional: they 

involve numerous goals and objectives, each of which is often itself characterized by 

several performance measures. l Consequently, public administrators must, in 

principal, exam1ne and reconcile many different criteria when considering questions of 

agency performance. 

Advances in public management and decisionmaking over the last two decades have 

~intensified the need for dealing with multiple measures of effectiveness. The~growing 

O availability ~f practical quantitative measures of the efficiency and effectiveness of 

public services has made it more difficult for public administrators to continue to 

....... focus on only one or two performance criteria. Moreover, the increas ing use of 

O procedures such as management by objectives, program budgeting, and advanced capital 

budgeting techniques has compounded the need for considering--and combining--multiple 

~measures of performance . 

., 

* This report is based on research supported by Grant No. B2-IJ-CX-0032 from the 
Nationc.l Institute of Justice. The author would like to thank Harry Hatry and 
Dr. Annie Millar of The Urban Institute for their assistance with this study. 
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Indeed, it appears that the more systematic the approach to performance measure-

ment and public management, the greater the diversity of the information needed to 

adequately characterize and manage agency performance. For instance, two recent 

"systems approaches" for assessing organizational performance--Total Performance 

Measurement (TPM) and Organizational Assessment (OA)--emphasize the need for regular 

readings of numerous agency attributes and performance indicators. Thus, TPM stresses 

the importance of monitoring employee attitudes and job satisfaction (from employee 

surveys); agency (and worker) efficiency, effectiveness, and service quality (from 

"hard" measures of agency performance); as well as customer satisfaction (from client 

or user surveys).2 OA demands an even greater variety of information, ranging from 

measures of organizational efficiency and effectiveness to characterizations of 

overall organizational structure, job <iesign details, employee attitudes, and inter-

unit relations. 3 

However, these and other advances ~n public management pose a dilemma: the 

be t ter tha t pub I ic adminis trators unders tand public services and respond to the 

need for multi-crited.Qn characterizations of agency performance, the more difficult 

it becomes to effectively util ize the resulting informa tion for making decis ions. 

Increasingly,. public adminis trators must confront large numbers of varied performance 

criteria. At any given time, some of these criteria may be improving, some declining, 

and some ho Id ing steady. Row is an administrator to untangle the resulting "rat's 

nest" of trend lines in order to know whether the department's overall performance is 

any better than it was before? Similar difficulties beset many other common decisions 

faced by public administrators--the evaluation of employee performance, the selection 

of capital budgeting projects, the adoption of alte:tnate service delivery strategies, 

the selection and evaluation of productivity improvement initiatives. All, in princi-

pIe, involve difficult multi-criterion decision problems. 
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Without an effective way to deal with multi-criterion decisions and assess-

men ts, recen t progress in performance measurement and performance monitoring for 

public serv1ces may be seriously undermined. The value of having a comprehensive 

set of timely, accurate performance measures can be negated if the overall picture is 

too hard to discern, or if the measures must be used in conjunction with crude, 

imprecise decision techniques. All too often decisioomakers overwhelmed by numerous 

performance measure~ invoke ad liOC simplifications and heuristics to make the assess-

ment or decision problem tractible. The arbitrary assumptions, approximations and 

imp I ic it weightings that result can serious ly undermine the quality of the final 

decision, despite the availability of good performance data. 

Indeed, the absence of practical ways to utilize mUltip"le performance criteria 

for decisionmaking purposes can contribute to management frustration with attempts to 

regularly monitor the performance of public services. Such efforts have too often led 

only to long li&~s of performance indicators tacked onto monthly reports or the annual 

budget. This failure of performance measurements to become anything more than "window 

dressing" can often be traced at least partly to the absence of simple, practical 

tec hniques for syn thes iz ing the mas s of available data into meaningfu I overall 

assessments of performance and regularly bringing the results to bear on important 

management decisions. 

Mu I t i-Criterion As sessments 1n Pol ice Departments. The urgent need for ways 

to handle multi-critericn assessments and decisions is perhaps nowhere clearer than in 

the case of local police departments. Police agencies have moved farther and faster 

than most public serV1ces in developing and implementing comprehensive systems of 

L. performance measures .. 

Exhibit 1 illustrates the diversity of the performance data currently--or 

potentially--available to police managers. (These measures were compiled from d&ta 

prepared in several police departments.) 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Types of Performance Measures Currently or Potentially 
Available in Municipal Police Departments 

SERVICE QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Reported crimes per 1000 population (Part I. Part 11)* 
Reported rate of "observable" or "suppressible" crimes* 
Victimization rate (total crimes--reported and unreported--per 1000 households)* 
Percentage of households victimized at least once by crime 
Property loss from crime (do Hars) per 1000 population (vehic les only. total) 

Persons arrested (adults. juveniles. total)* 
Arrest rate: arrests per 1000 reported crimes* 
Quality of arrest: percentage of (i) adu.lt arrests. (ii) felony arrests for 

which: 
• Police withdraw charges, cancel charges, or release without charging 
• District attorney refuses to file charges for police-related reasons 
• Charges are dismissed at preliminary hearing for police-related reasons 
• Defendant is tried and judged not guilty 

Clearance rate: percentage of reported crimes cleared (by arrest, total)* 
Percentage of stolen property value recovered (vehicles only, total) 

Percentage of emergency/high priority calls responded to within "X" minutes 
Percentage of non-emergency calls responded to within "y" minutes 
Average or median response time (by priority level) 
Percentage of citizens calling police who are satisfied with respunse time 

Percentage of citizen.5 who feel unsafe walking in their neighborhood at night 

Percentage of citizens who rate police officers as being generally (i) fair. 
(ii) courteous, (iii) helpful 

Percentage of citizens requesting non-crime assistance who were satisfied with 
the service received 

Percent~ge of citizens rating overall police crime-control serv~ces as good or 
excellen t 

Citizen complaints regarding police misbehavior (total, number and percent 
sustained) 

Number of police officers disciplined for misbehavior 

Number of traffic accidents (injury accidents, fatal accidents. total) 
Number of (i) pedestrians, (ii) all persons injured in traffic accidents 
Number of (i) pedestrians, (ii) all persons killed in traffic accidents 
Iraf fie enfo rcemen t index: convictions from c ita tions or arrests for 

hazardous moving violations ~ number of fatal and personal injury accidents 

*Reported ~n total and by type af cr~me. 
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EXHIBIT 1 (Continued) 

EFFICIENCY MEASURES 

Arrests per employee-year or per $1000 expended* 
Ar.rests surviving first judicial screening per employee-year or per $1000 
Arrests through investigative followup per investigator-year or per $1000 

expended on investigation 
Arrests through investigative followup surviving first judicial screening per 

investigator-year or per $1000 expended on investigation 

Clearances per police employee-year or per $1000 expended* 
Convictions per police employee-year or per $1000 expended* 

Average cost per hour for police patrol 
Average cost per case solved via investigation 
Average cost per traffic accident responded to 

INPUT/WORKLOAD MEASURES 

Staff levels (sworn, civilian, total) 
Staff hours 
Calls for service answered (crime-related, total) 
Patrol-miles driven 
Cases investigated 

~MPLOYEE ATTITUDE MEASURES 

Employee job satisfaction levels (management, non-management) 
Employee morale levels (management, non-management) 

Incidence of counterproductive behavior: 
• Separation rate (voluntary, involuntary) 
• Absenteeism rate (rate of sick leave usage) 
• Rate of on-the-job accidents, personal injuries 
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The measures in Exhibit 1 also illustrate the interactive, partly redundant 

natu!:e of many public sector performance criteria. Such criteria often exhibit 

explicit inter-dependencies or strong statistical relationships, features that further 

complicate multiple criteria decisiomnaking. For examp le, the presence of a commn 

variable can lead to explicit interactions or interdependencies between performance 

criteria (for instance, between the rate of reported Part I crimes and the rate of 

supressible Part I crimes, or between the arrest rate [arrests per 1000 reported 

crimes] and arrest efficiency [arrests per employee. year]). There may also be strong 

statistical relationships--redundancies (positive correlations) or conflicts (negative 

correlations). Redundancy can occur ~nadvertently when mea~ares turn out to partially 

overlap, for instance by focusing on imperfectly differentiated aspects of a single 

underlying chara::teristic (e.g., the percentage of citizens rating the police as 

generally courteous and the percentage of citizens rating the police as generally 

heipful, or the reported crime rate and the household victimizaticp rate). Redun-

dancy can also be conscioualy built in to provide mUltiple perspectives or data 

sourc~s, e.g., measures of actual response times (from police dispatcber records) and 

measures based on citizen assesoments of police response times (from a citizen survey}, 

see also the multiple quality-of-arrest measures noted in Exhibit 1. On the 0 ther 

hand, at any. given time, cl?!rtain pairs of performance measures may exhibit strong ly 

f:onflicting trends--e.g., the number of citizen complaints regarding police misbehav

~or vs. the percentage of citizens who have rated police officers as being unfair. 

As a result, at any giveI". point in time, police managers are likely to face 

a tangle of interactive~ partly redundant upward- and downward-moving performance 

indices. How, then, is a police chief to respond when a city councilman asks whether 

the agency's overall performance in controlling crune H any better--especially 

when (say) response times, arrest: rates, and citizens' feelings of security have 

improved, yet crime rates, citizen compla iots about police harras sment, the cos t per 
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arrest, and police morale have deteriorated? Asking an adminis trator to provide a 

single overall assessment based on such diverse information may seem somewhat simplis

tic. Nevertheless, such questions are asked, and justifiablY so. Indeed, they are 

likely to become even more frequent as the availability of good performance data--and 

public (or media) awareness of it--increases. Moreover, similar questions arise daily 

within the department--e.g., in the course of assessing patrol strategies, reviewing 

the results of special programs, evaluating supervisory performance, justifying budget 

reques ts, deciding on capital inves tments, etc. 

Up to now, police managers (and other public administrators) have had little 

guidance on how to make sense out of the multitude of changing performance measures 

that have become available. What appears to be needed is a practical management tool 

for routinely synthesizing and utilizing mUltiple performance criteria, whether it be 

to understand results obtained in connection with regular performance monitoring; to 

respond to questions from management, legislators, the media, and the public; or to 

make decisions involving several performance measures. 

Formal Multi-Criterion Decision Procedures. The issues posed above repre-

sent different vers~ons of the classical multi-criterion decision problem. This 

problem can be stated as follows: for a set of alternatives characterized by multiple 

attributes, s,elect the one (or the set) which is, ~n come sense, "best". The final 

selection may also be subject to various types of external constraints or conditions 

and various levels of uncertainty. The constraints can be in the form of explicit or 

implicit r.elationships between the various performance (decision) criteria, externally 

specified goals or s tanda rds of performance, or "process" relationship s between agency 

inputs, outputs, and outcomes. 

If the objective is to determine whether overall agency performance has improved, 

the "alternatives" for the multi-criterion decision problem described above would be 

individual multi-attribute assebsments of agency performance for various time peri-
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ods. Or the "alternatives" could, instead, be an employee's (multi-criterion) 

performance appraisals for several years, and the problem could then be to decide 

whether the employee's overall performance had improved. Similar formulations can be 

used to assess the effects of new programs and policies: here the "alternatives" 

wou ld correspond to multi-criterion assessments for agency performance before and 

after program (or policy) implementation. 

The above formulation is not limited to problems involving longitudinal compari

s~ons of performance. Agency managers may wish to assess the relative performance of 

several contemporary entities, each of which is characterized by mUltiple performance 

attributes. In this case, the "alternatives" associated with the multi-criterion 

decision problem might correspond to the performance of different individuals, various 

police teams or patrol units, proposed budget or program options, etc. Moreover, most 

formal procedures for resolving multi-criterion decision problems generate an index of 

the overall value or utility of each alternative. This index ref lec ts all the 

performance criteria and--with experience--can often be used to rate overall perform

ance without refer.ence to specific alternatives. 

In recent years, there has been a great deal of research on the topic of mUltiple 

criterion decisionmaking. This research has involved a variety of disciplines and 

pers pec ti ves', inc lud ing managemen t science, opera tions research, the cognitive 

sciences, statistical decision theory, and othe=s. Over the paRt decade, in partic

ular, there has been much progress in developing procedures for addressing multiple 

criterion decisions, and numerous techniques have emerged. 

These advances hold considerable jJromise for helping public administrators. 

Up to now, however, developments in multi-criterion decis ionmaking appear to have 

had little effect on public administration in general and police departments in 

particular. While there have been some public sector applications (see below), 

they have been rather sporad ic and have focused primarily on specific prob lems or 
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projects. Rarely have they been applied to the assessment of overall agency perform-

ance. 

Indeed, many of the multi-criterion decision procedures (MCDP's) that have 

been developed are rather complex and esoteric. The literature on MCDP's has tended 

to be quite technical and inaccessible to public administrators. Moreover, applica

tions of MCDP'a to public sector problems have usually been initiated and executed by 

academics or consultants and written up in very technical form. Thus, despite their 

high level of development, multi-criterion decision procedures have not yet demon

strated much success in becoming an accepted tool routinely used by public managers 

for dealing with mUltiple performance criteria and related issues. 

The purpose of this paper is to acquaint police administrators with the range of 

procedures that have been developed to deal with multi-criterion decision problems and 

to assess the applicability of these procedures to pr~tical decisionmaking problems 

routinely faced by police officials--in particular, the assessment of overall police 

department performance. The primary emphas is will be on the potential of formal 

(mathematical) MCDP's as a practical tool for police officials to use in regularly 

monitoring overall performance. This paper is based on the results of a study 

conducted by -The Urban Institute for the National Institute of Justice between June, 

1983 and December, 1984. 

In the rema ining sections, we firs t provide an overv~ew of the major types 

of approaches available for dealing with multi-criterion decision problems. (We 

have tried to emphasize qualitative descriptions of the procedures wherever possible 

to keep the mathematics to a minimum.) The various classes of formal MCDP's are then 

reviewed in terms of several characteristics important to police decis ionmaking , and 

app 1 ica t ions to police and other public sec tor problems are described. This is 

followed by a discussion of the requirements that formal MCDP's must satisfy if they 
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are to be practical for routine use by police and other public sector decisionmakers 

in monitoring overall agency performance. On the basis of these requirements, four 

especially promia ing MCDP r a are identified--soc i81 judgment theory, multi-attribute 

utility technology, the analytic hierarchy process and compromise programming. We 

conclude with an assessment of these techniques--and MCDpr s in general--as tools for 

poJ.ice decis ionmaking. 

Systematic Procedures for Dealing with Multi-Criterion Decisions and Assessments 

For ease of exposition, the major procedures for dealing with multi-criteri-

on decisions and assessments can be divided into three categories: unidimension-

al approaches, non-ma thematica 1 group techniques, and formal (mathematical) proce

dures. 

Unidimensional Approaches. Probably the most common procedure for handling 

multiple decision criteria is to focus on a single performance criterion--for m

stance, a particular cost or benefit measure. The remaining performance criteria are 

then handed ~n any of several ways: sometimes they are ignored; sometimes they are 

treated as constraints (e.g., by ensuring that they at least exceed certain minitlDJm 

levels, an approach known as "satisficing"); sometimes they are invoked only to break 

ties with respect to the primary criterion of interest (a technique known as "lexico

graphic ordering"); and ~n some instances they are translated to the same units as the 

primary criterion. In the latter case, the criterion of interest becomes a comnx>n 

denominator--the "numeraire" of classical economics. If the comnx>n denomina tor is 

cost, all performance criteria are translated into dollar equivalents, and the 

procedure becomes the familiar "cost-benefits analysis." The latter approach has 

often been deemed especially appropriate for multi-criterion program analyses and 

decision problems in which dollar impacts are of paramount concern, for instance in 

the selection of capital budgeting projects or the assessment of alternate environmen

tal options and policies. 
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Unfortunately, decision approaches putting primary emphasis on a single perfor-

mance criterion are usually inappropriate for assessing police and other public 

services. For such services, no single performance criterion clearly overshadows the 

others in importance. Furthermore, efforts to translate police performance criteria 

to a single common denominator - for instance, dollars - are usually fraught with 

uncertainty. How, for instance, can one put a dollar value on an arrest, a complaint 

of p'olice harrassment, citizen feelings of security from crime, or the level of morale 

within the department? Any effort to do so usually entail~ so many assumptions and 

approximations that distortions are inevitably introduced and tbe results quickly lose 

credibility. 

Non-Mathema t ica 1 Group Techniques. Tbese procedures emp loy structured small 

group processes to resolve complex questions--for instance, bow to select and weight 

diverse performance criteria. or whether (given various performance results) overall 

agency perfo'rmance bas -improved. Tbese techniques involve few, if any, mathematical 

manipulations; instead they rely on the use of carefully controlled social processes 

to seek a concensus. Two procedures are especially prominent--tbe "Nominal Group 

Technique" and the "Delphi Method." 

In the "Nominal Group Technique," a group of five to nine persons is guided by 

a trained facilitator tbrough a series of steps designed to identify, explore, and 

reach concensus on responses to a specific question. 5 Tbe question should be careful-

ly formulated in advance, and tbe members of the group should have some expertise in 

tbe area addressed by the question. 

nominal group session: 6 

Tbe following basic steps are involved in a 

1. After an introductory statement by the facilitator, each participant is 
asked to respond to the given question by (privately) jotting down his 
or her ideas. No discussion is allowed, and only minimal clarification 
of the question by the facilitator is permitted. The silent generation 
of ideas lasts from 4 to 8 minutes. 

2. A "round robin" phase is next. Here, each member of the group is asked 
to concisely state one idea from his or her list. The idea is present-
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ed only as a brief sentence or phrase, without: discussion or elabora
tion; it is recorded verbatim by the facilitator on a flip chart. The 
facilitator continues to ask each member of the group in turn for another 
idea until all the ideas generated by the participants have- been presented. 
As each flip chart page becomes filled, it is taped to the wall for all to 
see. 

3. After the round robin presentation is completed and all ideas are listed, 
each item on the list is read and briefly discussed. Typically two minutes 
of discussion are allowed per item. Questions, comments and expressions of 
approval or disapproval are encouraged. However, the author of an item 
is not specifically responsible for clarifying or defending it. Extensive 
arguments or efforts to resolve conflicts are generally avoided. After 
all items have been considered in turn, comments may be offered on any it~ 
and a few new items may be added to the list. 

4. Next, each participant selects what he or she believes to be the five 
(or perhaps seven) best responses from the list of items and orders them by 
priority. The participant records his or her selections and priorities Qn 3 
x 5 cards and submits them to the facilitator. The results are -then 
tallied and discussed. The item receiving the most consistently high 
ranking is identified as the most preferred response to the original 
question. 

The "Delphi Technique" also involves a small group process, but it usually 

avoids face-to-face debate while providing structured feedback to participants on • 

the opinions of the other members of the group.7 Information is exchanged through a 

sequence of questionnaires: after each iteration, the questionnaires are returned to a 

monitor who summarizes the results, identifies the overall group "position" and 

the degree of concensus on that position, and develops a new questionnaire based on 

those result~. Participants are encouraged to sha~e (in writing) their opinions and 

the reasons for those opinions--especially if they differ substantially fmm others in 

the group--and they are allowed to revise their opinions at each iteration of the 

process. The process continues until there is no further progress towards a concen-

sus, for all practical purposes. 

There are many variations of the Delphi method, including the Policy Delphi, 

Cross-Impact Analysis (for addressing strongly interactive issues), and others. 

However, the basic process can be illustrated by the problem of estimating a specific 
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number, for instance a priority rating or utility level. 

experts would address this problem as follows: 8 

The assembled group of 

1. After the problem is described to the group, each participant is asked 
to provide an independent anonymous estimate of the number in question 
and to submit it to the monitor. 

2. The monitor orders the various responses and determines the median and 
the interquartile range of the estimates (the interquartile range corres
ponds to the two estimates that delineate the middle 50 percent of the 
responses). This information is then communicated to each participant via a 
questionnaire. 

3. Participants have a chance to revise their original estimates after learning 
the range within which mo~t estimates fell. If a participant's original or 
revised estimate lies above or below the interquartile range, he is asked to 
explain briefly (on the questionnaire) why he believes that the figure 
should be lower (or higher) than the estimates made by 75 percent of the 
participants. 

4. The monitor summa):~zes the results of this round by indicating the new 
median and interquartile range for the estimates, as well as the reported 
reasons for extreme estimates (the lowest and highest 25 percent). This 
information is c01mnunicated ·to the participants via a new questionnaire. 

5. The part ic ipants are asked to (ind ividually) review the new median and 
interquartile range, as well as any reasons or opinions provided, and to 
revise their estimates in the light of this information if they feel it is 
warranted. Any revised estimates that fall outside the (new) interquartile 
range must also be explained on the questionnaire. 

6. The monitor once again summarizes the results, computing a new median 
and in terquart ile range for the estimates and listing any new reasons 
for extreme values. The results are again communica ted to the partici-
pants in a questionnaire, and step 5 is repeated. 

7. Steps 5 and 6 are repeated until additional iterations bring little or 
no change in the median or interquartile range of the estimates. The 
median is then used as the best estimate of the number in question. 

The nominal group process and the Delphi technique can be quite useful in 

helping to resolve certain multi-issue problems. Both procedures have. been used 

from time to time to set priorities among multiple criteria or alternatives and to 

develop other inputs needed by some of the formal MCDP's discussed later (e.g., 

the multi-attribute utility technology). However, such procedures appear to have 

some drawbacks vis-a-vis their mathematical counterparts, especially when it comes to 
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app lica tions invo 1 ving the regu 1a.r as ses sment and comparison of overall agency 

performance. In particular, 

• In group decisions and assessment approaches, much of the process leading to 

the final outcome is hidden from view--the procedure is, in effect, a "black 

box." The relevant assessment an decision mechanisms--and the factors that 

contribute to them--are usually only dimly perceived. There is, moreover, 

no assurance that all of the available performance criteria have been given 

careful, systematic consideration. 

• The implicit weights and values that the participants use in conjunction 

with such procedures are often not delineated. Thus, a sensitivity analysis 

of the results can be difficult or impossible. 

• No quar.titative index of the overall "value" of an alternative is produced 

~n the course of most group procedures. Thus, it can be difficult to assess 

the need for clustering close results; similarly, it may be impossible to 

compare the results of assessments by different participants or at different 

times. 

• If similar assessments are needed later, the group process usually has to be 

repeated from scratch, preferably with the same participants (or mix of 

participants) in order to ensure consistency. 

• A group approach may not be able to serve the needs of a single decision

maker (e.g., a police chief) since the technique incorporates inputs from a 

number of individuals, persons whose perspectives or value structures may 

differ markedly from that of the primary decis ionmaker. Moreover, group 

techniques tend to blur differing perspectives. Individual contributions-

and differences--are usually minimized or lost in the final synthesis, 

making it difficult for the prl.mary decisionmaker to determine which 

perspectives are dominating the result. 
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• Most importantly, group approaches do ~ obviate the need for each individ

ual participant to resolve ill himself (at least in the first iteration) the 

very problem that has proven so intractible--how to reconcile and combine a 

large number of interactive, partly redundant performance criteria into a 

single overall assessment or decision. Group techniques do ~ facilitate 

these individual multi-criterion assessments, except perhaps by providing 

feedback on why and how others are making the same difficult judgments. 

• On the other hand, group techniques do appear to force each participant 

to confront multi-criterion problems, to carefully reflect on the· partici

pant's own assessment of the problem, and to consider the opinions of 

others in making that assessment. Moreover, once individual multi-criterion 

assessments have been elicited from a number of persons, group approaches 

appear to be useful in forging a synthesis of the different perspectives 

represented. 

Taken together, it would appear that non-mathematical group techniques will 

be of limited use for addressing many of the multi-criterion decision and assessment 

prob lems of in tere s t to po lice managemen t (e. g., for periodically synthesizing 

rou 1 tip Ie measures of po lice department performance into an overall assessment of 

whether performance has improved). Nevertheless, group approaches can help with the 

es t imat ion andlor assessment of certain specific inputs (single-criterion util ity 

func t ions, criterion weights, etc.) needed in conjunction with formal MCDP' s. In 

addition, they may be helpful for combining MCDP resuf.ts reflecting the pe:r.spectives 

of different decisionmakers. 

Formal (Mathematical) Technigues. 9 Many of the techniques developed for handling 

multi-criterion decisions and assessments involve the use of mathematical ~rocedures. 

Mathematical techniques can be called upon to help structure or simplify the decision 

criteria; to reduce the number of alternatives that must be considered; to assist in 
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the specification of criterion weights; to create a single index of value incorporat

ing some or all of the criteria; to search among given alternatives for those deemed 

"best" (or to guide the decisionmaker in searching for the best alternative, e.g., by 

suggesting fruitful questions and directions of inquiry), and to synthesize a new 

"best" alternative (or best compromise) from the options available. 

MCDP's perform several of these functions at once. 

Some formal 

There are far too many formal MCDP's to describe them all here. They differ in 

their conceptualization and structuring of the problem, in the form and complexity of 

the mathematical procedures used, in the number of different alternatives (and/or 

decision criteria) that can be efficiently accomlOOdated, in the inputs that must be 

supplied by the decisionmaker, and in the amount and type of information produced. 

One useful way to classify the various formal MCDP's (especially from the stand

point of examining their potential value for police decisionmaking) is in terms of the 

role 'of the decisionmaker. There is, in fact, a spectrum of MCDP's ranging from 

purely formal procedures, which require virtually no subjective information from the 

decisionmaker, to iterative interactive procedures that are critically dependent upon 

decisionmaker inputs--in particular, the systematic, sequential elicitation of the 

decis ionmaker' s preferences. Between these two extremes lie the mixed procedures, 

which combine some subjective decisionmaker inputs with heavy reliance on purely 

formal decisionmaking techniques. In a "mixed" procedure, subjective information is 

elicited from the decisionmaker only once (rather than iteratively); this information 

then becomes the input for a mathematical formula or algorithm that proceeds to select 

the "best" alternative (or alternatives). 

1. Purely Formal Procedures. These MCDprs "solve" the multi-criterion decision 

problem without requiring explicit inputs from the decisionmaker concerning his or her 

preferences. Once the performance criteria are specified, the available alternatives 

evaluated in terms of each criterion, and any related constraints, targets, or goals 
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are spelled out, the formal algorithm takes over to identify the "best" alterna-

tive(s). Such procedures are, in effect, normative: they incorporate an implicit 

standard of what constitutes the "best" alternative, a standard that, it is assumed. 

would be accepted by any rational decisionmaker. These standards are build into the 

mathematics of the procedure. and a decisionmaker must rely on the formal properties 

of the mathematical machinery (and the underlying assumptions and :lxioms--e.g. of 

Pareto optimality) to ensure that an appropriate ranking of alternatives is produced. 

The following examples illustrate the kinds of purely formal procedures that 

have been devised for addressing multi-criterion decision problems: 

• 

• 

Vector Maximum Programming: IO This technique involves a very general 

formulation of the multi-criterion decision problem--e.g •• as the maximiza

tion of a vector-valued criterion function over a convex set of alterna

tives, subject to a set of constraints. The criteria and the constraints 

usually must be continuous functions, although they can be linear or non-

linear. So lution procedures generally involve the application of Kuhn-

Tucker conditions and similar general requi: :;ments to identify the set of 

non-dominated points or regions that constitute the "best" (e.g., effic-' 

ient or Pareto optimal) alternatives. 11 

Multi-Objective Linear Programming: This family of procedures repre-

sents a restriction of the vector maxi:num problem to the case of linear 

objective (criterion) functions and linear constraints on the values of the 

performance criteria. Most of these approaches utilize variations of the 

s imp lex a 19orithm to determine the optimal altema tive or al terna tives, 

e.g •• by identifying all non-dominated extreme points in the convex set of 

alternatives defined by the problem. Examples of procedures that can be 

used when the alternatives are continuous include the "Revised Simplex 

Method" and the "Multicriteria Simplex Method.,,12 
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Multiparametric Decomposition: 13 This procedure represents another way to 

approach the case of linear objective (criterion) functions with linear 

constraints. However, the focus here is on combining the various objective 

functions into one criterion, rather than keeping them separate (as is done 

in multi-objective linear programming). The k objective functions fi (x), 

where x is a vector characterizing an alternative, are combined by forming a 

weighted sum,lAifi(x), where the Ai correspond to a set of k non-negative 

criterion weights that sum to 1. It can be shown that if the foregoing 

weighted sum is maximized with respect to x over the convex space of 

feasible alternatives defined by the (linear) constraints, using all 

possible feasible combinations of criterion weights, one will generate the 

complete set of non-dominated extreme points, {XO}, just as if one had used 

the mUlti-objective linear programming procedures described previously. But 

more importantly, with each non-dominated extreme point, say XOj' the multi

parametric decomposition procedure associates a subset of combinations of 

criterion weights, each of which will make that non-dominated extreme point 

optimal (e.g., by maximizing 2: i\f i (x) at x =, XO j). This decomposition of 

the set of a 11 pass ible weightings allows one to determine just which 

combinations (and ranges) of criterion weights are needed to make any given 

non-dominated solution "the best" - an important consideration for sensitiv

ity studies and other analyses of the multi-criterion problem. Moreover, no 

a priori information on the relative weightings of the various objectives 15 

needed to effect this decomposition of the criterion weights. 

Canonical Analysi5: 14 This procedure relies on canonical correlation 

techniques to synthesize a single linear performance function that incorpor-

ates all the criteria. To use this approach, one must identify a set of 

performance criteria and a set of Vlpredictor" variables that (it is assumed) 
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jointly determine the values of the performance criteria for any given 

alternative. If the actual values of the performance criteria and predictor 

variables are provided for each decision alternative, a canonical correla

tion can be performed to identify the linear combination of criterion 

variables and the linear combination of predictor variables that exhibit the 

highest mutual correlation for the given set of alternatives. The resulting 

l~near combination of criteria can be used as a performance index for 

ranking the alternatives. 

• Unit Weighting. IS To utilize this procedu.re, the values of the various 

performance criteria for a given set of discrete alternatives must be 

"standardized"--that is, transformed so jas to have zero mean and unit 

var~ance. For each performance criterion and alternative, the mean value of 

the criterion is substracted from the actual value of the criterion for the 

given alternative, and the result is divided by the standard deviation of 

the criterion. (The mean and standard deviation for a given criterion are 

computed from the criterion values for the entire set of alternatives.) THe 

standardized criteria for a given alternative are then ad 'ed together, and 

the resulting index is used to rank the alternatives. 

Note that the first three procedures described above all involve variations of the 

vector maximum approach, while the last two techniques emphasize the use of statisti

cal methods for solving (or simplifying) the multi-criterion decision problem. 

In addition, many of the "mixed" procedures described later can be reduced to 

purelj- formal MCDP's if the need for decisiol."'lIIlaker inputs can be avoided (e.g., by 

making appropriate assumptions or by using formal [mathematical] procedures to 

generate the needed inputs). For example, if one assumes that all deviations from 

performance targets ~r from j(Eal performance levels are equally important, no 

subjective decisionmaker inputs are needed to apply MCDP's involving goal programming 
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or compromise programming (see below), and the latter techniques Ln effect reduce to 

purely mathematical exercises for identifying a best alternative or a compromise set 

of non-dominated alternatives from the given performance data. Or instead, one 

might use criterion weights derived from one of the many mathematical formulas that 

have been sugg.ested for that purpose. For instance, Zeleny suggests using criterion 

weights based on the entropy--e.g., the decision information--contained in and 

transmitted by each criterion. 16 (The greater the variation among the altematives 

with regard to a given criterion, the greater the entropy and hence the weight given 

to that criterion for purposes of distinguishing between altematives. Conversely, if 

all alternatives exhibit virtually the same level with regard to a given criterion, 

the latter is assumed to be of little value in distinguishing between altematives and 

LS weighted accordingly.) Similarly, ~f quantitative performance data are available 

on each criterion for a set of alternatives, many of the ratios and matrices needed 

for the analytic hierarchy process (normally a "mixed" approach--see below) can be 

computed without the need for decisionmaker inputs, and the procedure reduces to a 

purely mathematical exercise. 17 

Of course, the reduction of a mixed MCDP to a purely formal approach involves a 

number of implicit ass,.~rn.ptions concerning decisionmaker weights and priorities. 

Whether or not such assumptions are tenable--or, in fact, alter the ultimate outcome-

depends on the specific case in question. 

2. Iterative Interactive Procedures. Instead of relying on a set of implicit 

normative assumptions to mathematically determine the "best" alternative, iterative 

interactive techniques focus on identifying the decisionmaker's ~ implicit prefer

ences for the alternatives ~n question and using those preferences to find the 

decisionmaker's most preferred option. In the typical iterative interactive proce-

dure, the decisionmaker is asked relatively simple questions about his or her prefer

ences concerning certain criteria or options, and the responses are entered into a 
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mathematical algorithm. The latter may organize the in&ormation, identify the major 

remaining information needs, suggest promising directions fer further inquiry, and/or 

define the next round of questions for the decisionmaker. The result is that over 

time, the dec is ionmaker' s responses are i tera tively ref ined, supplemented, and 

synthesized until there is enough information on the decisionmaker's preferences to 

rank the various options. Alternatively, the decisionmaker's responses may be used to 

guide the algorithm itself in efficiently searching for a solution, e.g., by suggest

ing promising directions to explore or by limiting the number of alternatives consid

ered. 

Note that in an iterative, interactive multi-criterion procedure, the mathemati

cal algorithm serves only to guide and facilitate the efficient elicitation, explora

tion, and use of the decisionmaker's preferences. Thus, the algorithm's own implicit 

priorities and assumptions have much less of a role in arriving at a solution of the 

multi-criterion decision problem than they do for purely fSrmal MCDP's. 

While there are a great many iterative, interactive procedures for solving the 

multi-criterion decision problem, most of the major ones are based on a relatively 

limited set of approaches. Thus, many such pr-ocedures focus on systematically 

eliciting and refining estimates of the decisionmakers's substitution ~:ltes--e.g., the 

amount of one criterion that the decisionmaker would be willing to trade for one more 

unit of another criterion, everything else being equal. This information is used to 

sequentially estimate criterion weights, to define the general "direc tion" of the 

decisionmaker's preferences, and/or to characterize the topology of the decision

maker's utility function in the vicinity of certain altematives--for instance, to 

direct a search algorithm seeking the point of maximum utility or to determine the 

relative position of specific multi-criterion alternatives on the decisiomnaker's 

utility surface. 
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Other iterative interactive techniques emphasize direct, sequential reduction of 

the set of non-dominated solutions (the latter are often too numerous to be of much 

immediate help to a decisionmaker seeking his optimal point among them). These 

procedures focus on sequentially "pruning" the set of non-dominated solutions (with 

the decisionmaker's help) until the most preferred point is found. 

Another group of iterative, interactive approaches makes use of the so-called 

"ideal" point - a (usually) hypothetical alternative for which each criterion achieves 

its "best" attainable value over the entire set of feasible alternatives. The ideal 

point can be used to providE the decisionmaker with a (sometimes evolving) basis for 

creating, assessing, and refining compromise solutions. 

Other techniques - as well as various combinations of the foregoing methods - are 

also possible. Indeed, several of the purely formal approaches described previously, 

as well as the mixed techniques to be described later, can be adapted to an iterative, 

interactive format. The following examples are illustrative of the iterative, 

interactive approaches available for solving multi-criterion decision problems. lS 

• Interactive Programming: 19 This procedure searches the space of feasible 

alternatives, X, for the point (alternative) that maximizes the decision

ma~er's overall utility function--e.g., the most preferred alternative. The 

overall utility (preference) function U is assumed to be unknoWIl but 

differentiable, with positive marginal utilities. The various individual 

objective func:tions (performance criteria) fi(x) are assumed to be well

defined, known functions of the vector, x, which characterizes and identi

fies a given alternative. The decisionmaker's utility function is approxi

mated as a linear expression: 

Vex) - wlf1(x) + w2 f 2(x) + ••• + wrfr(x) 

near any given point x in the feasible space of alternatives X. With the 

help of the decis ionmaker. the iterative programming algorithm deteonines 
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the best direction and distance for moving from alternative xk (currently 

be ing considered) to a new point xk+l. The move is selected so as to 

provide the 6reatest increase in the (implicit) utility function. Assuming 

the above linear approximation to the decisionmaker's utility function, the 

best di::ection for increasing 0 can be computed from the gradient of 0, 

approximated as 2:i=~ 

x, 

\7 f. (x) = 
~ 

The appropri.ate direction is determined and utilized through the following 

algorithm: 

(1) Choose a starting point, xl, within the feas ible space of a lterna-

tives. 

(2) At a given point, xk (xl if this is the first iteration), estimate the 

gradient of 0 by first assessing the weights wki using information 

provided by the decisionmaker. These weights are the marginal substi-

tution rates (e.g., indifference tradeoffs) between each objective, fi' 

and an arbitrary reference objective, say fl. To estimate these 

weights, the decis iomnaker is asked how much he wou ld be willing to 

reduce the value of the ith objective, fi(xk ), to compensate for a 

small increilse in the reference objective, ~ fl (xk ). From the deci

siomnaker's response (e.g., the corresponding change ~fi(xk) in the 

ith objective), one can estimate the substitution rate as: 

k 
w-

i 

k 
~ f. ex ) 

~ 

The other substitution rates can be estimated in like fashion. 

(3) Next, an approximation for the directional derivative, 
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\' r k k k 
L i =l wi V fi (x ) . y 

1S maximized over all possible directions yk within the feasible region, 

x. This represents a linear or non-linear programming problem, depending on 

Tbe maximizing vector, yk, determines the best direction of 

movement, dk (computed as yk - xk). 

(4) Tbe decisionmaker is then asked to select the optimal distance to move 

in direction dk by examining various stopping points, xk+1 : 

xk+l = x k + t k dk (tk is a scalar) 

This can be done by evaluating each objective fi (xk + t k dk ) for 

various values of t k until a satisfactory stopping point is found. 

One then repeats steps 2-4 for point xk+l, terminating when xk+l = xk (or is 

close enough to xk for practical purposes). 

Dyer has proposed an analogous iterative interactive approach for solving 

goal programming formulations of the multi-criterion decision problem' (goal • 

programming is discussed below under "mixed" MCDP's).20 The weights associated 

with deviations from the targeted criterion levels (the goals in the goal 

programming problem) can be estimated and iterated by the dec is ionmaker using 

steps 2-4 above. 

• Zio'nts-Wallenius Method: Wallenius has found that decis ionmakers experience 

considerable difficulty in estimating marginal rates of substitution between 

objectives (something that must be done to use the iterative programming 

procedures described above). The Ziont-Wallenius method is an attempt to 

address this problem. To simplify the interac tion with the dec is iomnaker, 

the procedure assumes that the decisionmaker's implicit utility function, U, 

1S a linear weighted sum of the various individual criteria functions, 

• 
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where the A i are non-negative weights that sum to one. The solution 

procedure consists of systematically assessing whether it would be desirable 

to move from one non-dominated extreme solution to an adjacent non-dominated 

solution. 1ft he answer is yes J the move is made and the process is 

repeated. The search is guided by eliciting the decisionmaker's assessment 

of the desirability of the various tradeoffs involved in moving away from a 

given non-dominated extreme solution. The original (and simplest) version 

of the Zionts-Wallenius procedure was generally as follows: 21 

(1) Select an arbitrary set of non-negative weights, Ai' ~ormalized to sum 

to one. 

(2) Using this set of weights, maximize li Ai fi(x) over the feasible set 

of alternatives, X (e.g., using linear programming procedures). The 

result will be a non-dominated extreme point (alternative), zoo 

(3) Next identify (from the simple~ tableau) all non-domina ted solutions 

adjacent to xO. 

(4) For each adjacent non-dominated solution point, determine (perhaps 

using the simplex tableau) the tradeoffs that would be involved in 

moving to that point from xO (e.g., the increases and decreases that 

would occur in the various objective functions in connection with such 

a move). Theth~ tradeoffs (characterized as changes in performance) are 

then presented to the decisionmaker, who must assess the overall 

desirability of each move as yes (desirable), no, or indifferent/no 

judgment possible. 

(5) If all responses are "no," the procedure terminates and the correspond

ing set of weights (and the non-dominated solution, x O
) are optimal. 

Otherwise, the "yes" answerr, are translated into new constraints on the 
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weights, and a new set of weights, consistent with the constraints, is 

selected. 

(6) The problem given in Step 2 is then solved again, using 

the new weights. This yields a new non-dominated 

extreme solution, xl. 

(7) The dec is ionmaker is then asked to choose between X O and xl. If he 

chooses xO, the latter is optimal (at least locally). If he chooses 

xl, a new constraint is generated based on the decisionmaker's prefer

ence for xl over xc, and one returns to Step 3 and repeats the proce

dure, this time using xl in place of xO. 

The foregoing procedure has been extensively refined since it was first 

proposed in 1975.' The current version actually involves 13 steps and 

includes decisionmaker assessments of the relative overall des1rabilij-y of 

tid jHfM H tretre non-domina ted solutions (e.g., pairwise point comparisons), 

in add it ion to the (previous ly described) assessments of the tradeoffs 

involved in moving to adjacent non-dominated sol~tions. 22 The refinements 

to the algorithm make it possible to handle more general classes of utility 

functions (they need not be strictly linear). They also respond to findings 

by Z ionts and Wallenius in using the original procedure indicating that 

managers seem to prefer choosing between alternatives and evaluating 

tradeoffs • 

Nevertheless, the procedure is still somewhat complex. A further 

disadvantage is that it requires "holistic" pairwise comparisons between 

multi-dimensional alternatives; however, the difficulties and unreliability 

of such (subjective) comparisons are precisely what led us to look to the 

various MCDP's for help. 
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Stankard/Maier-Rothe/Gupta Procedure. 23 Unlike the foregoing techniques, 

this procedure does not require that the multi-criterion decision problem 

itself be formulated as a linear or non-linear programming problem. The 

algorithm deals directly with the alternatives of interest and their (given) 

performance attributes. On the other hand, a disadvantage of this approach 

is that it can deal with only two alternatives at a time. 

The procedure operates by successively tightening estimates of the 

decisionmaker's substitution rates (which are known to lie within certain 

ranges) until one can show that for any possible combination of substitution 

rates within these ranges, one of the alternatives will always have a higher 

utility than the other (and hence is the preferred alternative). 

The rationale for the procedure is as follows. For the two alterna

tives of interest (A and B), characterized by performance vectors xA and xB, 

consider the alternative that is midway "between" them in the sense that" it 

is characterized by a performance vector x* = 1/2{xA + xB). It is assumed 

that the decisionmaker's preferences for these alternatives are reflected in 

an unknown (implicit) utility function, U{x). If (say) A is preferred to B, 

it can be shown that 

2: r (.~ .~\ ~. - "':l( ~\ -:> C) 
• ,~\ -)( l ) v \ - ~ c:;..,)." f J -
I.. -:., 

where si is the finite difference approximation to the marginal substitution 

rate between criterion xi and an (arbitrary) standard criterion, say xr ' 

evaluated at the point 

~. -.;>, -

x*: 

The 8i must be non-negative (for positive increments, ~ ). Each allowed 

combination of r substitution rates (sl' 52' •• 0, sr) represents a vector 

5, and the set of possible substitution rate vectors defines a domain D. 
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One can determine whether A is preferred to B as soon as one has enough 

information to determine the sign of the left-hand side of 0) for all 

feasible si' e.g., all si in the domain D. The objective of the algorithm 

is to successively restrict the size of D (using decisionmaker inputs) until 

the maximum and the minimum values of Z over D have the same sign--in other 

words, for all feasible substitution rates Z is positive (or negative). The 

algorithm proceeds as follows: 

(1) Select one of the performance criteria, xi' and ask the decisionmaker 

which of the following two alternatives he prefers: 

X*l 

x*· + ~X· 1 1 

x* r 

or 

X*l 

x*· 1 

where ~ xi and ~ xr are specified increments. 

(2) On the basis of the decisionmaker's response, one can specify certain 

bounds on the si. Thus, if the left-hand vector is p~eferred, 

If the right-hand vector is preferred, then 

si ~Axr / ~xi 

(3) The inequalities identified in Step 2 are then added to the definition 

of the domain D, and the minimum and maximum values of Z are again 

computed over that (now more restricted) domain. (These computations 

involve two rather simple linear programs that can usually be solved by 

inspec tion. ) 
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(4) If the minimum and the maximum values of Z are both positive, then 

alternative A is preferred to alternative B. If the minimum and 

maximum values are both negative, then altemative B is preferred to 

A. If the signs differ, the bounds on the substitution rates are not 

yet tight enough to establish the direction of the decisiomnaker's 

preference, and one must ask the decisionmaker to give his preferences 

for additional tradeoffs of the type shown in Step 1 J using other 

performance criteria Xi and/or different increments 6xi. The algorithm 

itself selects the "best" tradeoff question(s) to pose to the decision

maker in the next round of questioning. 

With these new choices of Xi and ~xi' one returns to Step 1. The 

process continues until the domain D has been constrained enough to 

produce a clear determination of the decisiomnaker's preference for A 

vs. B. 

Steuer's Interactive Procedure: 24 This rather complex approach utilizes 

interval programming along with progressive reduction of the "gradient cone" 

formed from the gradients of the various objectives. The decision problem 

is formulated as a multi-objective linear programming problem in which one 

is attempting to maximize a weighted linear combination of the objective 

functions (as discussed previously under multi-parametric' decomposition). 

However, instead of maximizing the weighted combination of objectives over 

all possible sets of normalized weights, in this case the decis ionmaker 

first specifies (to the e~tent possible) upper and lower bounds on each 

criterion weight. (A precise estimate of the criterion weights does !!.2! 

need to be elicited.) If the multi-criterion decision problem is now solved 

with each criterion weight restricted to the intervals initially prescribed 

by the dec is ionmaker , fewer non-dominated extreme solutions will result. 
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(The solution procedure is, however, rather complex; multi-objective linear 

programming in its usua 1 form canno t be used.) The decis ionmaker is 

presen ted with a samp le of the resulting non-dominated extreme points 

and selects the most preferred point. The algorithm then alters the 

bounds on the criterion weights so that the most preferred point can be 

genera ted us ing a sma ller subspace of weights. The result is another 

sample of non-dominated extreme points, but this time clustered around 

the decisionmaker's most preferred point. The decisionmaker now selects a 

most preferred extreme point from this new set; the bounds on the criterion 

weights are contracted once again; and the efficient points in an even 

smaller neighborhood of the revised "most preferred point" are generated. 

III the words of Steuer, "by the selection of one of these efficient extreme 

points, the algorithm is informed as to what part of the efficient surface 

should be explored in more detail. In this way, the algorithm iteratively 

'focuses-in' with greater powers of magnification on the corner points of 

the feasible region surrounding the efficient extreme point of greatest 

utility.,,25 

• The Displaced Ideal and Compromise Programming. 26 These two procedures 

(whic hare close ly re la ted) are conceptually quite different from the 

techniques presented previously. In principal, they are supposed to proceed 

iteratively (hence, their inclusion here). However, in may decision 

situations likely to arise in connection with multi-criterion assessments of 

overall police performance, these procedures will require only a single 

iteration; in such cases, they can be considered examples of the "mixed" 

approaches described later. 

Both procedures attempt to narrow the set of non-dominated efficient 

solutions (alternatives) by measuring the "distance" of each alternative 
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from a (hypothetical) "ideal" point and focusing only on those alternatives 

that are, in some sense, "closest" to the ideal. The "ideal" alternative is 

defined as a composite of the highest (best) performance scores attainable 

for each attribute. The ideal can sometimes be specified in absolute terms 

by consideration of each particular criterion--e.;:;., zero. complaints, 100 

percent of the survey respondents rating police performance as "excellent," 

·etc. More often the ideal is defined in relative terms as the maxiDilm of 

each objective (performance) function fi(x) iaclividually attainable over the 

feasible (e.g., available) set of alternatives, X: 

f* = "Ideal" Point = (f*1' ••• , f*r) 

x 

Clearly, as the feasible set of alternatives X changes, the specifica-

tions of the ideal point may also be altered. 

The "distance" measure which is used is of the form 

-[2: r A.P(y*. - y.)p]l/P 
d - 111 

P i=l 
1 f P {:OO 

wt,ere Y*i is the ideal value of criterion i, Yi is the actual value of 

the criterion for a ei.v~n alieYTlc?tiv .. ·• 11,£ "i are a set of non-negative 

weights that sum to one, and p is a parameter that determines just how 

distance is being measured. For p = 1, the measure gives the longest 

distance in a geometric sense--e.g., all deviations are added, as 

though one were constrained to walk along city blocks in measuring 

distance. For p = 2, one has the usual Euclidean distance measure. the 

shortest distance between two points as measured along a straight 

line. For p = x. distance is measured as the maximum weighted devia-

tion of any objective from its ideal value: 
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d X = Max A i ( Y* i - Y i ), i = l, 2, • • ., r 

Note that maximization of the above distance measure leads to the 

familiar "min-max" expression: Min Max\A i [Y*i - Yi (X)]} • 

X i 

To avoid scaling problems, the deviations from the ideal in (2) can be 

renormalized so that all deviations are commensurate. The resulting 

distance measure is: r f ~~~. ~)l.~,\/p 
lp \X):. (~=\ ).', [ '~.~ ..1,) \,,"',-l,:2r ··, cO 

The usual procedure followed in connection with the displaced 

ideal and compromise programming approaches is to compute the distance 

Lp for p ~ 1, 2, and'~for each non-dominated point (or for a sample of 

such points). In general, there will be a different non-dominated 

point minimizing L for each p. These points are fermed "compromise" 

solutions--e.g., the closest feasible alternatives to the ideal (in the 

sense given by p-e.g., a "city block" sense, a "straight line" sense, 

or a "min-max" sense). The decisionmaker may decide to accept one of 

these points as optimal. Alternatively, he may decide to delete some 

of the most "distant" points. If the "ideal" has been defined in a 

relative sense, elimination of certain alternatives may alter the 

maximum criterion values achievable over the remaining alternatives and 

hence change (displace) the definition of the ideal point. If this 

happens, the distances be~~een the remaining alternatives and the 

displaced ideal are computed once again for the three values of p, and 

the process is repeated. The procedure ends when the pruning of 

"distant" alternatives by the decisionmaker no longer displaces the 

ideal, and the various distance measures stabilize. At that point, the 
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decisiomnaker makes a final selection of his most preferred "compro-

mise" solutioIl from the alternativ~s "closest" to the ideal according 

Note that the decisionmaker must initially supply weights A i 

indicating the relative impor~ance of deviations from the ideal for 

each obj!::ctive. Or alternatively--as noted previously--various 

mathematical formulas (e.g., based on entropy considerations) can be 

used to relieve the decisionmaker of the responsibility of coming up 

with an a priori weighting. 

Seve~al other iterative, interactive procedures rely upon the identification of 

an "ideal" point and/or the distance to such a point for guiding the search for a best 

compromise. Of particular interest are the so-called Progressive Orientation Proce

dure (POP) and its descendent, STEM. 27 

3. Mixed Procedures. These techniques represent a comp~omise between the purely 

formal MCDP's (which incorporate virtually no information on individual decisionmaker 

preferences) and the iterative interactive methods (which rely heavily on such 

information). In the case of "mixed" procedures, the decisionmaker is involved but 

only once: decisionmaker inputs are needed only to initiate the algorithm, after 

which the procedure mathematically selects the best alternative (or alternatives) 

without further interaction with the decisionmaker. Nevertheless, the effort required 

of the decisionmaker in connection with mixed procedures can be quite substantial, 

depending on the specific mixed MCDP used and the nature of the decision problem 

(e.g., the number of alternatives and/or criteria involved). The following examples 

illustrate the major type~ 0I '.' l>l"H't·! ES currently in use. 

• Goal Programming: 28 This procedure employs linear programming techniques to 

identify (or synthesize) an alternative that comes "as close as possible" to 

·a set of simultaneously incompatible goals. A desired level (the goal) is 
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specified for each criterion in advance, along with a vector-valued linear 

function that characterizes the performance of each alternative in terms of 

the various criteria. The decisionmakeI" s role consists of initially 

specifying the weights for under- and over-achievement of each goal. These 

weights can be analogous to the weights used in connection with the weighted 

sums of performance criteria discussed previously, or they can take the form 

of "pre-emptive" (priority) weights which, in effect, define a hierarchy 

among the various criteria: the highest priority goals are satisfied first, 

and only then are lower-priority goals addressed (but always without 

disturbing the attainment of the higher priority goals). Regardless of the 

type of weights provided by the decisionmakeI', the goal programming problem 

can be formulated as a linear programming exercise, and appropriate linear 

programming routines can be used to identify the alternative that (for 

example) under-achieves the specified goals to the smallest degree. 

• Interval Programming: 29 This procedure was previously mentioned in connec

tion with Steuer's interactive programming approach, where it was used in an 

interactive format. Interval programming can also be used as a mixed 

(one-s hot) technique for reducing the number of non-dominated solutions 

associated with a given multicriterion decision problem. To do this, the 

dec is ionmaker is initially asked to speci'fy a range (interval) for the 

weight (e.g., the importance) of each criterion or objective function. It 

should, in fact, be much easier for the decisionmaker to provide interval 

estimates of the criterion weights than point est.imates or even tradeoffs 

(substitution rates). The tighter the estimates (and the intervals within 

which the weights are believed to lie), the fewer the non-dominated solu-

tions that are generated. The solution procedure is, however, rather 

complex. It involves using the gradient cone (formed from the gradients of 
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the varLOUS objectives) to convert the interval programming problem into a 

vector maximum problem, for which computerized solution procedures are 

available. 

• Point Allocation: 30 This is a very simple technique for developing an index 

to rate the perfonnance of each alternative, although it lacks a formal 

theory. The decisionmaker is merely told to allocate 100 points among the 

k performance criteria used to evaluate the various decision alternatives. 

The 100 points are to be allocated so as to reflect the relative importance 

of each criterion from:~e decisionmaker's perspective (e.g., if criterion 1 

is given 20 points and criterion 2 receives 10 points, criterion 1 is twice 

as important as criterion 2). The performance crite:ri2. ,-.:.'= : :,,=1' :;<'::.~f (' 1 ( 

be commensurate (e.g., by dividing each criterion by its maximum value over 

all available alternatives). A performance index is computed' for each 

alternati:ve by -mul;iplying each scaled performance score by the points 

(importance) assigned to it and adding the results. The alternative with 

the largest index is assumed to be "best." 

• Keeney-Raiffa Method: 31 This technique generates an estimate of the 

decisionmaker's entire utility function, U, as a function of the various 

performance criteria, xi. To evaluate the relative worth of any given 

alternative, one merely substitutes the performance characteristics for that 

alternative into the utility function and computes the associated utility. 

The latter figure can be used to rank or compare the given alternative with 

other alternatives, and the alternative with the highest computed utility is 

assumed to be the "best." 

The Keeney-Raiffa technique has been widely described and applied; 

indeed it has often been considered THE multicriterion decis ion procedure. 

The technique is also distinguished by an extensive theoretical foundation. 
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To execute the Keeney-Raiffa technique, one must make some strong 

assumptions concerning the structure and properties of the decisionmaker's 

preferences. The validity of these assumptions must be verified' with the 

decisionmaker before proceeding with the technique. 

The assumptions allow one to decompose the utility function into 

separate, easily-estimated parts. (This is analogous to the probability 

independence assumptions used to simplify probabilistic models.) The 

following are illustrative of the kinds of assumptions that are usually made 

and their consequences: 32 

Assumption 1: If all alternatives have 
identical performance scores on every criter
ion bu t the i th, then the decis ionmaker' s 
preferences concerning differences between any 
two alternatives with regard to the ith cri
terion w=.ll be ur:.affected by chan~es in the 
levels of thE, other performance criteria. 

In other words, a sort of "preference independence" ho Ids: the 1eve 1 

of one criterion (say, crime rates) does not affect a decisionmakers's 

preferences for alternate levels of other criteria (for instance, quality of 

arrest), everything else being equal. The only type of utility function 

consistent with Assumption 1 is an additive, separable function of the form 

Llt:)C) '=- L ~ ~~ \U \ ~'I (~) 
where the wi are non-negative weights that add to 1, and the Pi's are 

unidimensional preference functions for the Xi (the Pi are scaled so that 

their values lie between 0 and 1). 

Assumption 2: If all alternatives have 
identical performance scores for a subset of 
criteria, T, then decisionmaker preference 
orderings for differences in performance 
between the alternatives depend only on the 
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performance scores for the (complementary) 
subset I of the remaining criteria. 

If Assumption 2 holds, then the decisionmaker's utility function must be 

given by either: , 
t~) 

\ ~ ~u..\)() ~ ')1 C \ ~ ~?\ "",oJ '1 ~ ~~D 

\ ':.) or ("' l ~q 
~ 'A -::.D ti,\X> ':. z: \ \N~~o\ lx~) 

where again the po (xo) 
1. 1. are unidimensional preference functions that vary 

between 0 and 1, and ~ is a scaling constant greater than -1 and defined by 

the equation: 

\ 

1 + =Tl (1 + ~wi) 
\ ... 

(6) 

Assumption 2 implies that the utility function is either additive or 

multiplcati ve. The multiplicative form allows for interdependenc ies among 

the criteria through the constant, ~. 

To ut i lize the Keeney-Raiffa approach, the following steps must be 

completed: 

(1) Verify that the appropriate assumption (e.g., 1 or 2) holds for the 

decisionmaker. Several authors have suggested questions and dialogues 

that can be used to establish the validity of such assumptions. 33 

(2) Assuming that Assumption 1 or 2 holds, specify the univariate prefer-

ence functions po (x 0) for each criterion 
1. 1. 

A number of procedures 

can be used to accomplish this--e.g., by scaling existing performance 

criteria so that their values lie between 0 and 1, by assuming a 

general form for the Pi and calibrating it from the ,]t-('::f<:l'l!l·:d:!::::.' 6 

responses to certain questions, etc. 

(3) Evalute the r weights Wi' To do this, one develops r equations in the 

r unknowns, Wi' and solves them simultaneously for the Wi' (If 
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Assumption 2 applies, these equations may be non-linear and their 

solution quite difficult.) Keeney and Raiffa propose that the neces-

sary equations be specified by asking the decisionmaker for his 

preferences concerning certain lotteries over specific values of the 

performance criteria. Us ing the Pi (xi) estimated in Step 2, the 

necessary equations can then be synthesized and solved for the wi. 

(4) If the mUltiplicative utility function is being used, estimate the 

tradeoff parameter A by evaluating the utility function at the ideal 

point; x* (where all performance criteria are at their "best" or most 

preferred levels), Then 
~ 

\ 4- \ -= If ~ \ .It '>. \,.).J 
\ ":. \ 

which can be solved' (iteratively) for h, given the wi es timated in Step 

3. 

(5) At this point, the utility function U (x) will.be completely specified, 

and one need only substitute the actual performance values xi for a 

given alternative to find the corresponding utility of that altema-

tive. The resulting utility figures for the various alternatives can 

be used to rank those altrnatives from most preferred to least prefer-

red. 

There have been a number of criticisms of the Keeney-Raiffa approach. In the 

first place, the procedure is very complex and time-consuming, putting great demands 

on the time and patience of the decisionmaker. Furthermore, a great deal of informa-

tion is collected but then lost in "collapsing" to a single utility figure. This loss 

of information may obscure potentially important differences between the alterna-

tives. In addition, the utility functions are difficult to update over j'i,;'lc': (II- '::~,-:. 

.. l-',:l'ces change. And finally, the intractibility of the procedure increases 
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rapidly as the number of performance criteria increases; Starr and Zeleny claim that 

the procedure becomes impractical for more than 3-5 attributes. 34 

• Multi-Attribute Utility Technology (MAUT) :35 This procedure can be viewed as 

a simp 1 if ica t ion of the various judgments and decis iODIllaker inputs required 

in connection with the Keeney-Raiffa Method. While the procedure requires 

much less effort than the Keeney-Raiffa approach and is relatively easy to 

unders tand, thes e s implif iea t ions are achieved at the cost of introducing 

several strong assumptions, e.g., on the linearity and separability of the 

utility function, among other things. MAUT involves the following steps: 

(1) Identify the "stakeholders," persons making or affected by the deci

sion(s) of interest. 

(2) Organize the performance c":iteria into a hierarchy or "value tr~e" that 

reflects the relationships of the various criteria. The lowest level 

of the hierarchy will consist of the individual performance criteria. 

At the next level, all criteria that contribute to a common subgoal are 

grouped under that subgoal. Groupings of subgoals under comm:m 

overarching goals constitute the next level of the hierarchy, and so 

forth until the tree terminates in a single overall objective. 

(3) Rave the stakeholders assess the relative importance of each criterion 

(the lowest level of the hierarchy). To do this, weights are assigned 

to the branches' a t ~ node of the value hierarchy (the weights 

associated with a node must sum to one). These weights are synthesized 

subjectively, using pairwise comparisons among the criteria at a given 

node. Procedures are available for identifying inconsistencies in the 

weights and for combining weights from different stakeholders (e.g., by 

averaging, sensitivity analysis, or the use of non-mathematical group 

techniques such as the Delphi Method). To find the relative importance 
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of each individual performance criterion (at the lowest level of the 

hierarchy), one mUltiplies together the weights assoc iated with each 

branch of the value tree in the path from the top of the hierarchy to 

the given criterion at the bottom. 

(4) Assess the performance of each alternative with respect to each of the 

criteria and scale them for commensurability. This can be done using 

actual (objective) performance measures or sUbjective ratings (e.g., by 

experts). The performance measures (known as "location measures" in 

MAUT terminology) must be scaled to reflect the value or utility that 

the decisionmakers (or stakeholders) associate with specific perfor

mance levels., The rescaling is also designed to make the various 

performance measures (and their associated utility measures) commensur

able (the rescaled measures all use a scale of 0 to 100). A variety of 

prac tical scaling ~.'rocedures can be used, inc luding linear and bi-

linear transformations, subjective assessments, etc. In some cases, 

the rescaling process has been facilitated ~y letting the stakeholders 

first select the form of the scaling transformation (from several 

standard shapes) and then calibrating the relevant curve at a few 

points. 

(5) Compute the overall utility of each aJtel.T:c.tjve by reultiplying each 

scaled performance (location) measure by the weight associated with the 

corresponding criterion and adding the results. These utility figures 

are then used to rank the alternatives. 

(6) Finally, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to assess the impacts of 

errors or changes in any of the weights, measures, ,"r assessments 

invol ved. 
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• Analytical Hierarchy Process (AUP) :36 This procedure is somewhat different 

from the other mathematical approaches that have been described. It is 

based on pairwise comparisons of criteria and of altematives to assess 

their relative importance or their contribution to the various performance 

criteria. The results of the J?airwise comparisons are used to construct a 

number of special matrices, 1:rom which one can derive estimates of the 

criterion weights and the overall contribution of each altemative to each 

c r i terion. These data are then combined (as a linear weighted sum) to 

produce an overall priority index for each altemative. 

As sume that there are r performance criteria, denoted as Cl , C2 , 

.. , Cr , and n alternatives denoted by AI' A2 , •••• ,~. It is also 

assumed, to simplify the presentation, that all performance criteria 

contribute to a single overall objective, e.g., control of crime. Applica-

tion of the analytic hierarchy process to this situation involves the 

following steps (for the theoretical rationale behind these steps, see the 

references given in footnote 36): 

(1) Have the dec is ionmaker compare and rate each pair of performance 

criteria in terms of their relative importance with regard to the 

overall objective of controlling crime. The following reciprocal scale 

should be used: 

Very much more imp'ortant 9 
Much more important 7 
Moderately more important 5 
Slightly more important 3 
Equally important 1 
Slightly less important 1/3 
Moderately less important 1/5 
Much less important 1/7 
Very much less i'i:IIportant 1/9 

(2) COD.struct a matrix of these importance ratings. Note that if element 

aij of this matrix (the importance of Ci vs. Cj ) has a value of x, then 
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element aji (the importance of Cj vs. Ci ) has a value of l/x. Denote 

this k x k matrix of pairwise comparisons by C. 

(3) Find the largest eigenvalue of the C matrix, denoted by A max. In 

addition, find the eigenvector associated with Amax,. and normalize its 

components so that they sum to one. Denote this eigenvector by w, with 

elements Wi' i = I, •• ., r. The Wi can be identified with the 

weights (the relative importance) of the various performance criteria 

(e.g., Wi is the weight of the ith criterion). 

(4) Next, compare the importance of each alternative with that of every 

other alternative as regards their contribution to criterion Cl • These 

pairwise comparisons can be conducted in either of two ways: (1) by 

having the decisionmake.r make a subjective rating using the reciprocal 

scale given under Step 1, or (2) by computing the appropriate ratios 

using actual performance data (when such information is available). 

(For ins tance, if Cl is the clearance rate for Part I crimes and 

alternative Al had a clearance rate of 12 percent while alternative A2 

had a clearance rate of 24 percent, the relative importance of 1..'1 

vs. that of A2 with regard to clearing Part I crimes would be computed 

as 12/24 = 1/2; the corresponding importance of A2 vs. Al would be 

24/12 = 2.) Note that if ratios of actual performance criteria are 

used, the ratios should be scaled so that none are greater than 9 (to 

make the scale analogous to the subjective scale used in Step 1; the 

scaling is also needed to improve the stability of the eigenvector 

computations in Step 6). 

(5) Using the importance ratios or ratings obtained in Step 4, construct a 

matrix similar to that of Step 2. An element fl ij of this matrix 

corresponds to the relative importance of alternative Ai vs. Aj with 
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regard to criterion Cl • Once again, 1 = 1/ fl. '. Denote this n x n f .. 
J~ ~J 

matrix of pairwise comparisons by Fl. 

Find the largest eigenvalue of matrix 1 Xl F, max' and compute the 

corresponding eigenvector. Normalize the elements of the eigenvector 

so as to sum to one, and denote the results by gl (with elements gll', 

., gl n)' Element gl i of the normalized eigenvector corresponds to 

the overall contribution of alternative Ai to criterion Cl • 

(7) Repeat steps 4 - 6 for each of the remaining r-l performance criteria--

e.g., make pairwise comparisons of the various alternatives regarding 

the importance of their contribution to criterion C2 , their contribu-

tion to criterion C3 , etc. The result will be a series of pairwise 

comparison matrices F,2, F3 , • • .» 

normalized eigenvector g2, g3, 

For each matrix there will be a 

r ., g • 

(8) The r normalized eigenvectors gi can be adjoined to form an n x r 

matrix G whose columns are the eigenvectors gi. To de termine the 

overall importance of each alternative, one multiplies matrix G by the 

normalized vector of criterion weights, w (from Step 3). The result is 

an n-dimensional vector V whose elements represent the values of the 

corresponding alternatives: 

V = G w, 

or 

The v i can be used to rank the alterna tives with regard to their 

overall importance or priority. Note that, in the end, a simple 

weighted sum is used to compute the overall value of each alternative. 
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The analytic hierarchy process is quite tolerant of inconsistencies in the 

decisionmaker's assessments of the relative importance of the various alternatives and 

criteria. If the ratings have been consistent, then the following relationship holds 

for any triplet of matrix elements: 

aij = aikakj' all i, j, k 

To the extent that the above relationship does not hold, the decisionmaker has 

been inconsistent in providing his ratings. The AHP can be used when such .inconsist

encies arise (which is common). Indeed, the procedure generates an index of consist

ency for a subjectively estimated matrix (the maximum eigenvalue minus n, the dimen

s~on of the matrix)/(n-l). This index is zero if the matrix is consistent. 

• Social Judgment Theory (SJT) :37 This approach involves a statistical 

analysis of Clssessments that the a"1cisiomnaker has made when faced with 

other mu 1 t ic ri terion decis ion problems. Through the USf.: of regression 

analysis, the procedure attempts to identify and calibrat-e a statistical 

model of the decision outcome as a function of the various performance 

criteria. Once the model is specified, it can be used to assess new 

alternatives. The following basic procedure is used: 

(1) Develop a set of "test" alternatives that can be used to estimate and 

calibrate the model. Each alternative should exhibit realistic values 

for each performance criterion of interest, and the entire set of 

alternatives should provide a repr:Jsentative range of values for each 

criterion. Ideally, 30 to 40 such "test" alternatives should be 

developed. 

(2) The decisionmaker then rates the overall value or utility of each 

"test" alternative on the basis of the performance criteria provided. 

(3) A multiple regression analysis is conducted next, using the .decision

maker's ratings as the dependent variables. The regression equations 
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and regression coefficients that are developed relate the values of the 

performance criteria to the decisionma~er's overall ratings. A number 

of different functional forms are usually tried, e.g., the basic linear 

model, a logarithmic model, exponential models, conjunctive (product) 

models, etc. 

(4) The regression results are then analyzed to determine the consistency 

of the ratings predicted by the model and the actual ratings given by 

the decisionmaker, the goodness of the regression fit, the face 

validity of the regression model, and whether the assumptions neces-

sary to conduct the regression analysis are satisfied by the given data 

set (e.g., concerning the statistical independence of the various 

performance criteria). 

Once a satisfactory model of the decisionmaker's preferences has been 

found, it can be used to assess new alternatives whose criteriG lie within 
<11 

the ranges used to estimate the model. 

• Compromise Programming: This procedure was described in some detail under 

iterative, interactive MCDP's. In effect, compromise programming identifies 

the non-domina ted solution or solutions that are "closest" (in various 

senses of the word) to the "ideal"-a hypothetical alternative in which each 

performance criterion exhibits the highest or best level found in any of the 

available alternatives. (See the discussion under "iterative, interactive 

procedures" for the mathematical details of this approach.) 

Note that if the decisionmaker chooses not to (or is unable to) 

iteratively alter (displace) the ideal point (e.g., by removing cert;.;:i.l' 

,~~ll'2.T~c.t:ives from consideration in view of their "distance" from the ideal), 

the compromise programming algorithm will not proceed iteratively. In that 

case, compromise programming reduces to the fo 1 lowing "mixed" procedure: 
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(1) Define the ideal point relative to the available alternatives. 

(2) Have the decisionmaker specify the weights Ai indicating the relative 

importance of a deviation from the ideal with regard to the ith 

criterion. 

(3) Identify the efficient, non-dominated alternatives associated with the 

given multi-criterion problem. These can be found using vector maximm 

programming or--if there are a limited number of discrete alterna

tives--by inspection. 

(4) Compute the generalized distance measure Lp(x) (see equation 3) for 

each non-dominated alternative (or, if the set of alternatives is 

continuous, for a representative sample of non-dominated alterna-

tives). The distance between each alternative and the ideal should be 

computed for p = 1 (e.g., with distance measured in the "city block" 

sense), p = 2 (with distance measured in the usual Euclidean sense), 

and p =00 (for a min-max distance measure). 

(5) Select the alternative(s) that minimize Ll , L2 , and LX) In general, 

these will not all be the same alternative, but only a small number of 

alternatives will be involved. These are the "best" compromise 

alternatives in the sense of being "closest" to the ideal point. If 

desired, the decisionmaker can then choose an overall "best" compromise 

from among these alternatives. 

Note that in this version of compromise programming, th~ decisionmaker 

provides inputs only at the beginning of the procedure (Step 2) and--

po s sib 1 y- in Step 5. The rest of the process is purely mechanical and 

governed solely by the mathematics. Thus, this vers ion of the procedure 

qualifies as a "mixed" MCDP. Indeed, the "mixed"· form of compromise 

programming seems especially suitable for multi-criterion decisions involv-
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ing police performance--situations likely to involve only a few (discrete) 

alternatives, all or most of which are non-dominated (as can be determined 

by inspect.ion). 

Clearly, there are a great many formal (mathematical) approaches for solving the 

multi-criterion decision problem. In contrast to the unidimensional and the non-

mathematical grC?up techniques described previous 1y, formal mathematical MCDP' s appear 

to have a number of potential advantages in solving multi-criterion decision problems: 

• The mathematical procedures are capable of encoding and making systematic 

use of a great deal of performance data, often in its original form (e.g., 

without having to apply arbitrary heuris tics, ad hoc simp lifica tions, or 

questionable transformations to prepare the data for analysis). 

• These procedures usually make explicit the weights that the decisionmaker is 

assigning to the var±ous ~riteria. This is important information in its own 

right (for sensitivity analyses as well as for understanding the decision). 

e The procedures are explicit, testable (e.g., via sensitivity analyses), and 

--in most cas~s--rational, with substantial theoretical underpinnings. 

• Mathematical MCDP's can usually handle as many as 8 to 10 different perfor

mance criteria, sometimes more (for instance, the number of criteria that 

can easily be handled by MAUT is virtually unlimited). 

• For some techniques (e.g., social judgment theory and the Keeney-Raiffa 

approach), the procedure produces a stable formula that can be readily 

applied to similar situations in the future, without having to recompute the 

parameters or go back to the decis ionmaker for additione.l iE1="...:j·.=. 

• ,- 1.::·.l'I' 1l~' ~tEtCltive interactive approaches, participation in the 

decision process can be a valuable experience in its own' right, e.g., by 

forcing the decisionmaker to carefully and systematically reflect on--and 
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c larify--criterion weights, assumptions, tradeoffs, and preferences that 

were previously recognized and dealt with only implicitly, if at all. 

On the other hand, a number of potential disadvantages (at least from the 

standpoint of public administrators) have also become apparent in connection with some 

of the mathematical procedures used for dealing with the multi-criterion decision 

problem: 

• Some of the techniques-e.g., point allocation, unit weighting-ap'pear to 

have little underlying theoretical basis and give the impression of being 

rather ad hoc responses to the multi-criterion decision problem. 

• A number of the techniques are quite complex, making it doubtful that public 

administrators would understand them, or at least would accept them as a 

valid and reliable guide for their decisions. 

• The burdens placed on the decisionmaker by some of these procedures (especi

ally the Keeney-Raiffa method) can be quite high in terms of the time· 

required and the difficulty of the judgments called for. 

• Some of these approaches--especially the purely mathematical techniques-

seem to keep the decisionmaker at arm's length, allowing for little or no 

deciFiQnmaker input that could better tailor the process (and the decision 

outcomes) to the decisionmaker's own preferences. 

• Some of the procedures are so complex that a department would have to hire 

costly outside expertise to run them (although the development of micro

computer packages for some of the procedures--e.g., the analytic hierarchy 

process--may temper such critic.;.';:;I".). 

G; .. , .... :! :: 1- L: ""1 'EIiety of mathematical procedures available, it is not surpris

ing that each approach seems to reflect a different mix of advantages and disadvant

ages. To assess the most promising approaches for regular police department use, one 

must examine the specific mix of requirements associated with the application of a 
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mathematical MCDP to the problem of regularly monitoring police department perform-

anceD Before doing so, however, it is instructive to review some of the recent 

applications of mathematical multi-criterion decision approaches to police and other 

public sector decision problems. 

Applications of Mathematical Multi-Criterion Decision Procedures to Police and Other 
Public Sector Problems 

Despite the potential disadvantages listed above, mathematical MCDP's have been 

applied to a number of public sector problems and agencies, including the police. The 

following is a sample of th·.;f-' ,:pr::Cf.tjcT:6.38 

Po 1 ice and Criminal Justice Applications. Bodily utilized the Keeney-Raiffa 

approach to combine several criteria (a measure of response time and a measure of 

workload equity)--and the preferences of different interest groups--in designing 

police patrol sectors. 39 MAUT, t.he simplified version of the Keeney-Raiffa technique, 

has been used in an evaluation of the Federal Community Anti-Crime Program40 and in an . 

assessment of the Office of Rentalsman as an alternative to the courts for tenant-

landlord disputes. 41 Social judgment theory has been used to help the Denver police 

select handgun ammunition. 42 And Grizzle has used the analytic hierarchy process to 

examine the priorities that selected professional and lay groups place on various 

performance c ri ter ia used for as s ess ing the performance 0 f proba t ion/ paro Ie 

agenc ies .43 '. , 

Other Public Sector Applications. There have been a number of other public 

sector applications of the Keeney-Raiffa procedure, usually in connection with the 

evaluation of a specific program or option. Examples include assessments of nuclear 

power plant sit ing, 44 airport locs tions, 45 and air pollution policies. 46 (The 

Keeney-Raiffa procedure has also been proposed as an aid to setting private sector 

productivity goals. 47) MAUT has been used to combine a variety of performance 

criteria in assessing the performance and productivity of the street maintenance 
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department in Morgantown, West Virginia48 and for ranking alternative desegregation 

plans for Los Angeles schools. 49 Public sector applications of the analytic hierar-

chy proces s inc lude strategic transportation planning in the Sudan, health care 

planning, the se t t ing of landuse pr iorities, and the assessment of educa tional 

pOlicies. 50 Social judgment theory has heen used to assess the overall organizational 

performance of a public organizationS1 and to develop priorities for acquiring open 

space. 52 And compromise programming has been used in connection with regional 

planning in the Netherlands. 53 

While the above examples suggest that there have been a number of recent applica-

tions of formal multi-criterion decision procedures in the public sector, most of them 

have been "o.ne-shot" efforts focusing on a specific narrow program or issue. Only 

three applications were related to t,he use of MCDP's in connection with the general 

prob lem of r ~gular agency performance measurement (the applica tion of MAUT to the 

as se:; ';m-::~;~ "E -: '''';'1'' l-,<:~ 1: l E Laf.e€: departr.er..t performance in Morgantown, West Virginia; 
, . 

the use of the analytic hierarchy process for the examination of interest group 

priorities in connection with performance measures for probation/parole agencies, and 

the utilization of social judgment theory in developing a consolidated measure of the 

overall performance of a public agency). But overall, there is lit t.le evidence that 

mathematical MCDP's are being utilized by government decisionmakers on a regular 

basis. Indeed, most of the applications cited above were executed by consultants and 

academics--and they seemed to be of mostly academic interest. Mathematical HCDP's 

have not yet become a tool widely accepted and utilized by public administrators. 

Choosing Mathematical Mutli-Criterion Decision Procedures for Use in Connection with 
Regular Performance Measurement 

If it is to be used by government administrators in connection with the regular 

monitoring and assessment of overall agency performance, a mathematical MCDP will have 

to satisfy a number of requirements. Recognition of these requirements can help 
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narrow the range of procedures that need to be considered. Two kinds of conditions 

are of interest: formal (mathematical) considerations, and user considerations. 

Formal (Mathematical) Considerations. The nature of the decision problems 

typically faced in connection with efforts to regularly monitor agency performance 

imposes some important constraints on the mathematical procp.dures to be used. 

• The decision alternatives to be considered will usually be discrete (rather 

than continuous) and limited in number (e.g., agency performance for several 

previous years, or perhaps the results of several specific programs). The 

number of points will probably be small enough that a sophisticated search 

effort will not be needed since complete enumeration should be possible. 

(rt should also be possible to identify non-dominated solutions by inspec

tion.) 

• Performance data and results will only be available as ex-post point esti

mates. This implies that (1) uncer:t.,",:lri'~I--r.H~ tIE: abil:ity to handle it-

will not be much of a consideration in selecting an MCDP (the primary source 

of uncertainty will be measurement error), and (2) little will be known 

about the functional relationships between performance and other character

istics (no nice, differentiable formulas, objective functions, or other 

relationships are likely to be available). 

• While the number of alternatives is likely to be relatively small, the 

number of criteria is expected to be relatively large--e.g., 8, 10, or more 

(especially in police departments, where, as noted in Exhibit 1, a great 

many good performance criteria are usually available on a regular basis). 

The criteria, moreover, are likely to be very diverse--survey results, 

recorded statistics, subjective asses~ents, qualitative ratings, etc. The 

MCDP must be able to handle them all. 
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The performance criteria will often be strongly interactive and/or at least 

partly redundant. Inconsistencies in preference assessments must also be 

expected and addressed. 

• Police (and other agency) performance criteria will not always exhibit a 

positive marginal utility (e.g., the conviction that more is better) over 

their entire range. There will, instead, be a saturation point at which the 

desirability of a given performance characteristic levels off or even 

declines with further increases in the level of performance. 

• PerfoT."Illance assessments are likely to be repeated periodically-monthly, 

quarterly, or annually. This means that administrators will be periodically 

facing the same types of problems and decisions--how to reconcile and 

combine a certain set of performance criteria into an overall assessment of 

agency performance, 'whether this month's performance was better than last 

month's, etc. Thus, in princirle it should be possible to re-apply a multi

criterion decision procedure with little additional effort, once it has been 

deve loped and calibrated. In part, this means. that the procedures should 

not depend upon the specific set of alternatives being considered. 

• Finally, the procedure should be able to handle mUltiple perspectives 

without blurring their differences in ways that mask the richness of that 

diversity. 

User Considerations. In addition to the formal implications of using multi-

criterion decision procedures in connection with regular monitoring of agency perform

ance, there are a number of other--practical--aspects that must be considered from the 

standpoint of the user: 

• Validity and accuracy: to what extent does the procedure accurately reflect 

the decisionmaker's preferences? Obviously, this is of central importance 

in connection with the acceptance of the procedure by the decisionmaker. 
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• Ability to adequately discriminate between alternatives: to what extent is 

the procedure able to reduce the possibilities to at most one or a very few 

"best" alternatives? The types of alternatives likely to be present in 

assessing police department performance are, for instance, likely to consist 

of mostly non-dominated solutions (given the large number of performance 

criteria involved). Thus, a procedure like vector maximum programming is 

unlikely to be of much help in reducing the number of promising options. 

• Feasibility of conducting a se:usitivity analysis: g.iven the many assump

tions needed and the critical role often played by subjective assessments, 

it is important to be able to test the sensitivity of any solutions with 

respect to changes in the various parameters. Procedures where sensitivity 

analysis is difficult or impossible (e.g., some of the group decisionmaking 

techniques) will be at a disadvantage. 

• Burden on the dec is ionmaker: MCDP's that impose heavy burdens on the 

dec is ionmaker are unlike ly to find wide acceptance. Several types of 

burdens are i.:Il~".,-,·~,·'l". el"= :(; tho ,-e]uIi'€: of input needed from the decision

maker--the number of questions to be answered, the time needed for preparing 

answers, etc. Another source of burden for the decisionmaker is the 

difficulty of the assessments he or she must make. Questions calling for 

difficult judgments or which are hard to understand can put considerable 

stress on a decisionmaker, making the MCDP that much less desirable. 

Procedures like social judgement theory and the Zionts-Wallenius method 

make heavy use of holistic assessments--e.g., comparisons or ratings of 

entire multi-criterion alternatives, rather than only one or two criteria. 

Holistic assessments are especially difficult and impose a high burden on 

the decisio~aker. 
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• Decisionmaker confidence in the procedure: this is a product of a number of 

factors, some of them subtle. Thus, a decisionmaker's overall confidence in 

the method may depend on the track record of the procedure (how often it has 

agreed with the decisionmaker's intuitive feeling about wha,t constitutes 

the "right" decision), the decisionmaker's understanding and acceptance of 

the general rationale that underlies the procedure, and perhaps the deci

sionmaker's general attitude towards analytic vs. "seat-of-the-pants" 

decisionmaking. 

• The meaningfulness of the 'multi-criterion decision process from the 

perspective of the decisionmaker. This would include the meaningfulness of 

the question ~ut to the decisionmaker and the judgments called for, as well 

as the meaningfulness of the performance criteria themselves. It should be 

noted that the latter requirement may pose a problem in connection with 

police use of MCDP' s where performance critel.':s must be formula ted so that 

all are to be maximized or all are to be minimized. Since crime rates will 

often play a domina~t role in assessments of police department perform

ance, one will sometimes be required to formulate all criteria so that, like 

crime ra te s, more is worse. But this may mean that some criteria are 

phrased in very unfamiliar ways--e.g., the percentage of crimes not cleared, 

the percentage of officers who are dissatisfied with their jobs, etc. This 

can confuse decisionmakers and make it more difficult for them to supply 

needed inputs. 

• Feasibility and reasonableness of the resources required. In addition to 

staff and/or decisionmaker time, some MCDP's may require specialized skills 

not available in the department (making it necessary to hire consultants). 

MCDP's can also impose other major costs--for . computer time, collection of 
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spec ia1 ized informa tion, etc. Clearly such costs must be reasonable ,In.1 

1..,.'-'. \.:i.1: llf: €~pected benefits of the procedure. 

Note that it is not clear whether the intrinsic complexity of a 

mathematical decision procedure has a major effect on its acceptability to 

public administrators. Rather complex techniques like the analytic hierar-

chy process have found widesprEsd acceptance among private sector managers. 

Furthermore, with the widespread availability of microcomputers and micro-

computer packages for some of the procedures ciescribed, the 'computationa1 

burden associated with the execution of some of the techniques is becoming 

less troublesome. On the other hand, if a technique is so complex that the 

decisionmaker cannot get an intuitive grasp on how--and why--it works, it is 

unlikely that the decisionmaker will develop the confidence necessary for 

that multi-criterion decision procedure to become an accepted part of his or 

her managerial "toolkit." 

Promising Multi-Criterion Decision Procedures for Assessing Police Department 

Performance. The requirements and considerations described above sharply limit ~he 

MCDP's potentially acceptable for regular use by police departments in connection with 

the assessment of overall departmental performance and related questions. Thus, the 

emphasis on discrete alternatives and the absence of well-established functional 

relationships between the criteria and the attributes tend to rule out procedures 

based .~ (continuous) linear programming formulations. The need to limit the burden 

on the decisi0nmaker eliminates approaches such as the Keeney-Raiffa method. Indeed, 

the dual requirements to limit decisionmaker burden while ensuring that the latter 

does not feel excluded from the decision process highlights the potential importance 

of the "mixed" procedures for applications in police and other municipal departments. 

When all of the foregoing requirements and considerations are compared to the 

various multi-criterion decision procedures described previously, four techniques--a1l 
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of them "mixed" approa:hes--appear especially promising for regular use by police (and 

other municipal departments) in connection with performance measurement. These 

techniques are the analytic hierarchy process, the multi-attribute utility technology 

(MAUT) , compromise programming, and social judgment theory. None of these is a 

perfect choice; all have advantages and disadvantages. For instance, all of them 

experience difficulties in handling performance criteria that interact; the problems 

are especially severe for social judgment theory, since such interactions can substan-

tially weaken and distort the regression results. Nevertheless, all four procedures 

currently show considerable promise for being pracc.ixr.i, ,,··-:r· --:, l!·(~ «("l"qtctle for 

regular use in municipal police departments that must come to grips with the need for 

efficiently and effectively handling multi-criterion performance assessments on a 

regular basis. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Municipal police departments need help in systematically dealing with the multi-
4' 

criterion decision and assessment problems they are increasingly--and regularly--fac-

long. Perhaps the most important problem of this type is the assessment of overall 

police department performance--is ~~he department doing any better now than last month? 

Last year? 

Dec is ion problems of the 1.a tter type impose a number of requirements, both 

mathematical and practical. Consideration of these requirements has reduced the large 

number of available mathematical multi-criterion decision procedures to four that seem 

especially promising for the police management context: the analytic hierarchy 

process, the multi-at tribute utility technology, compromise programming, and soc ial 

judgment theory. ~~ile all have both advantages and disadvantages, it is recommended 

that each approach be adapted to the police context and given careful pilot testing to 

assess and compare their relative effectiveness, their usefulness, and their accept-

ance by police managers. While all four techniques potentially have a lot to offer 
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police administrators, they have not received the kind of careful, long-term testing 

and assessment in the police environment that is needed. to judge their actual value 

and feas ibility. An effort to begin such testing would seem to be highly desirable 

and potentially valuable from the standpoint of improving the ability of police 

managers to make effective use of the growing policy' of good information on depart

mental performance. 
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